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Pressure on the city



Low Car Policy Amsterdam: liveable and
accessible city
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Amsterdam is making space for …..
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- Staying: more green, playing, relaxing 

- More space for cyclists, pedestrians, public transport 

and shared mobility. 



Participation ladder 

Role citizens

Consult

Advise

Co-create

Decide

Administration

Can choose differently

Is commited to follow 
advise, but may differ

Committed to co-creation

Commited to decison
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More power to administration

More power to citizens

 Before you start make sure everybody knows their power and status, what role they have, 

and the rules that apply!



Participation low car plan 

 Level of participation: consult and advise

 Mayor and aldermen decided for this plan

 Participation about how to reduce cars in Amsterdam 
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Dialogue with the city
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City conferences
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Dialogue in every city district
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Dialogue with region and mobility partners
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Street interviews
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Results of the participation

 Over 600 people actively participated

 Input participants important for Low Car Agenda 

 Creating support

 Knowing what is going on in the city
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Keys to successful participation

 Different target groups - different forms of meetings 

 Different target groups - different input.

 Different city districts - different residents and entrepeneurs



 Carry out research if there are differences of opinion between

citizens, entrepreneurs versus the municipality

 Distinguish between different interests.

 External discussion leader is important to avoid appearance of 

bias
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Thank you for your attention! 
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